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Across

3. the leader of an arab tribe

4. a group of traveling merchants 

and animals

7. a group who won followers by 

teaching islam

8. a city renamed madinah

12. a tool that helps sailors navigate 

by the positions of the stars

13. where the prophet of ah was born

14. group of muslims who accepted 

the rule of the umayyad caliphs

16. group of muslims who believed 

the descendants of ali should rule

18. the tower of a mosque from which 

muslims are called to prayer

22. a muslim leader

23. there is no god but allah, and 

muhammad is his prophet

25. a religion based on the teachings 

of muhammad

26. the holy book of islam

27. selijuk leader

Down

1. islamic code of law

2. a set of customs based on 

muhammads words and deeds

5. act of worship for muslims

6. a famous muslim chemist who was 

the first scientist to label substances as 

animal, vegetable, or mineral.

9. Turkish clans that settled in Asia 

minor

10. a muslim house of worship

11. a green area in a desert fed by 

underground water

15. people who believed in one god 

and stress doing good deeds

17. muslims name for god

19. a abbasid caliph who founded the 

house of wisdom in baghdad

20. a marketplace

21. nomads who raised camels, goats, 

and sheep and traveled from oasis to 

oasis

24. a language spoken in Pakistan 

today and is partly based on persian


